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It's the most wonderful time of the year! And by the time you're
reading this, half the mince pies may well be gone and you'll have
convinced yourself that champagne is a perfectly acceptable choice
of breakfast.
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   But before you rip open the wrapping and tuck into your turkey,
just take a moment to consider how you could really give back this
holiday season. It's never too late to make someone happy, so in
the spirit of Christmas, just click on the 'Next' button above each
image for gift ideas that just keep on giving into the new year.
   
May this festive period fill your home with love, your hearts with
kindness, and your bellies with copious amounts of Pinotage.
   
"And so I'm offering this simple phrase to kids from one to ninetytwo. Although it's been said many times, many ways: Merry
Christmas to you!” - Nat King Cole
   
Cover image taken at Singita, Sabi Sand by Ross Couper.
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©Kerstin Erler, Friends of Maziwe
GIFTS FOR OCEAN LOVERS
A turtle nest adoption would make the perfect gift for anyone who
loves these heroes in a half shell. The money raised from adopting
a turtle nest with Friends of Maziwe will help this non-profit
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organisation to pay for the boat and fuel to patrol Maziwe Island in
Tanzania, where local team members save eggs from rotting on the
waterlogged beaches by relocating nests to the organisation's
mainland beach site. Their goal is to then return the hatchlings to
the sea. The lucky parent-to-be can even visit the marine reserve
one day with Matembezi Safaris.
      
Alternatively, support Shark Spotters by buying an Africa print
hoodie or t-shirt for any waterbabies that you know. Not only will
you be getting them a great gift, but you'll also be contributing
towards keeping them safe in the sea, as Shark Spotters' aim is to
proactively reduce any human-shark conflict in recreational
waters. This community-driven shark spotting programme keeps
swimmers and surfers in South Africa safe, while also trying to
avoid causing any further harm to globally threatened white shark
populations. So everyone's a winner!
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©Adam Harrower,The Botanical Society of South Africa
GIFTS FOR FRIENDS WITH GREEN FINGERS
Are hedge trimmers just not going to cut it for your green-fingered
friends next year? Then consider buying them a tree with Cocomo
and The 1000 Precious Tree Project. Located in a gorgeous spot on
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South Africa's Garden Route, Cocomo Restaurant doesn't just
pride itself on first-class pizzas, but it also offers the chance to
adopt a tree for ZAR150 in someone's name and contribute
towards the goal of restoring indigenous forests on selected
properties in the area.
   
You could alternatively get your nature loving friend annual
membership with The Botanical Society of South Africa, which is a
proud partner of the South African National Biodiversity Institute
(SANBI). Botanical Society membership makes a great festive gift
and grants your loved one free access to all SANBI botanical
gardens all-year-round. And while you're signing them up as a
member, consider joining the Botanical Society family and
supporting their work by making the Botanical Society your
beneficiary on your MySchool/MyPlanet card.
   

   
Or is the lucky recipient more of a hands-on guy or gal? If that's
the case then stock them up with some great gardening gear from
Soil for Life. From vertical planters to bug houses, the organisation
sells everything that anyone could ever need to keep their garden
in tip-top shape, and the best part is that all of the funds raised in
their shop go straight back into their work teaching people in local
communities to grow healthy plants and food.
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©Julian Fennessy, Giraffe Conservation Foundation
GIFTS FOR COLLEAGUES
Never quite sure what to buy a colleague, but still want to thank
them for having put up with you throughout the year? Then check
out some of the gifts on offer from the Giraffe Conservation
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Foundation. This calendar in particular will set them up for 2016,
and will make sure that they don't forget to turn up for any
important meetings or to bring in cakes on staff birthdays. Hint
hint.
   
Alternatively, many cultures believe that the best way to bond is by
'breaking bread'. So be kind to the environment and to your
colleague by getting them a Wonderbag. A non-electric, portable
cooker, it is not only funky and affordable, but when you buy a
Wonderbag, a donation is made to The Wonderbag Foundation,
which distributes Wonderbags to families in need in Africa. Having
a Wonderbag means using less fuel, which means healthier
families and forests, as well as more disposable income for those
who need it the most.
   
And if you're looking for a small present with a big heart, consider
buying a blank gift card set from The Turgwe Hippo Trust. Your
colleagues won't be able to complain about being short of
stationery, and the proceeds will go towards saving hippos in the
southeast lowveld of Zimbabwe.
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©Chris Kelly, Wildlife ACT
GIFTS FOR ANIMAL LOVERS
Know someone who goes wild for wildlife? Then consider giving
them the ultimate gift - the chance to adopt or sponsor their
favourite animal.
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The Sanaga-Yong Rescue Centre provides a sanctuary for 72
chimpanzee orphans in Cameroon, while supporting habitat
protection,

law

enforcement

and

conservation

education

programmes. So if you know someone who's bananas for primates,
you can make a difference by sponsoring an orphan and giving a
loved one the chance to become a virtual caregiver for their closest
relative.
   
There are also sadly lots of little rhinos out there who have lost
their mums due to the poaching crisis. They need food, medical
care, security and love, and when you adopt one of the baby rhinos
at The Rhino Orphanage, you can sleep soundly knowing that
100% of your donation will go directly towards giving them a
peaceful life on this earth. What better gift to give someone (and a
rhino)?
   
Wildlife ACT are playing their part in conserving the most
endangered large carnivore in southern Africa, and if your friend
is doggone mad about the painted wolf, then assist monitoring
efforts by adopting an African wild dog on their behalf. You can
also support Wildlife ACT by buying one of Samantha Hancock's
colourful watercolour paintings. Her goal is to highlight the array
of colour that Africa’s wildlife brings to our world and to give the
general public the opportunity to contribute towards conservation
efforts by buying these paintings. So if you know someone who
loves art as much as they love Africa's wildlife, this may be just the
thing you're looking for!
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©Fair Trade Tourism, Three Trees at Spioenkop
GIFTS FOR THAT SPECIAL SOMEONE
Give someone you love a break that gives back as a way of thanking
them for all the backbreaking work that they do.
   Treat them to the chance to escape from it all, and give them a
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good reason to not feel guilty about it, by sending them away on a
rejuvenating trip to a Fair Trade Tourism certified lodge. Travel
together the Fair Trade way and rest assured that not only are you
benefitting from the experience, but so is the environment and the
locals. As is the case at Umlani Bushcamp in the Timbavati - an
off-grid, eco lodge that offers thrilling wildlife encounters and
award-winning meals, while conserving the African wild and
uplifting the local community. Likewise Three Trees at Spioenkop
places great emphasis on responsible tourism, providing the
perfect place to unwind and indulge in locally grown food in an
eco-friendly environment.
   
You could also provide a little indulgence closer to home by
stocking up on wine supplies for some quality time together.
Drawing inspiration from the highly endangered African wild dog,
Painted Wolf Wines crafts delicious wines, and strives to be
socially and environmentally responsible. They work closely with
Endangered Wildlife Trust and TUSK, and every bottle of wine
that you buy will contribute towards supporting the conservation
of the African wild dog. So now you have even more reason to buy
more than one bottle for that special someone!
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©Judy Maré, Rescuing Rhino
GIFTS FOR KIDS
Get children excited about their bedtime story by buying them
Rescuing Rhino. Written and illustrated by Judy Maré, this is the
colourful story of an orphaned baby rhino who finds a new home.
The book also contains a 10-page fact section about saving wild
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animals, so if you know a little person between three and nine
years old, help them not only to develop their reading skills, but
also teach them about the world of wild animals and how we need
to protect them. South Africans can contact Cape Town based
artist Judy directly for orders.
   
And if you want to teach your kids from a young age just how
precious and special elephants are, then consider getting them this
African elephant cuddly toy. You will support the work of the
WWF with your purchase and, in doing so, you will be playing your
part to help to ensure that this isn't the only way that your children
will ever get to see a tusker.
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©Nicole Weprin, Ground Hornbill Project
GIFTS FOR TWITCHERS
As South Africa's only dedicated bird conservation NGO, BirdLife
offers you the chance to shop for twitchers, safe in the knowledge
that the proceeds from your purchases will go towards protecting
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their passion. Get them the 2016 month-to-view calendar
featuring photos from some of the country's top photographers,
and encourage their hobby throughout the year. Go on, give
conservation wings!
      
Or you may prefer to help the Ground Hornbill Project to nurture
endangered ground hornbill chicks by purchasing from a range of
gifts to suit your budget. From a ground hornbill 'selfie' to a
limited edition bronze sculpture, if you know someone who will
bat more than an eyelash for these birds, then give them a gift that
will help to restore their populations in the wild.
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This

week's

gallery

of

entries

to

the

Africa Geographic

Photographer of the Year 2016 competition offers a glimpse at the
abundance of birdlife, wildlife and tribal culture across Africa.
   Brought to you by Canon and Cape Union Mart, the competition
is even inspiring twitchers to get involved, and we could not be
happier to see such a diverse range of entries and creativity.
   
Just click on the 'Next' button above each image to feel equally in
awe.
   
And if you have a great photo from Africa that you think stands a
chance to win one of the incredible prizes on offer, just click here
for more details and to enter the competition.
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A million-star hotel in Ndutu, Tanzania ©Roie Galitz
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Bottoms up for this family of African elephants ambling down the road in Addo Elephant
National Park, South Africa ©Cathy Withers-Clarke
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Rosy-faced lovebirds canoodle in the Erongo mountain range, Namibia ©John Davies
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Painted stripes in the Omo Valley, Ethiopia ©Georgia Darlow
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Just the two of us. Image taken in the Omo Valley, Ethiopia ©Georgia Darlow
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A lioness prepares to hunt in the Serengeti National Park, Tanzania ©Roie Galitz
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A new addition to the Rushegura mountain gorilla family in Bwindi Impenetrable National Park,
Uganda ©Alessandro Tramonti
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A red-billed oxpecker practices for Movember ©Tinus Beyers
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Greater flamingos resemble swans in the Walvis Bay Lagoon, Namibia ©Petri Ackermann
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A Hamar woman collects water from the Keske River in the Omo Valley, Ethiopia ©Kellie
Netherwood

